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George Bernard Shaw• s li t&:rary career lasted over
seventy yeara.

He wrote prolifioally.

collection of his wol:'lt • the Ayo;'t

The most complete

st. Lawrence

Edition.

runs to o11er t.,irty-one vol.umes, yet it is not all inclusive.
His efforts were al.waytJ motivated by the desire to expand
and expound his soelal. and political philosophy.

A1 though

the canon of Shavian oritie!sm approaches bis motives
from a wide variety of angles and avenuea •. ~shaw singled
out ,.a passion of pure political Weltverbesserunswahn

(worldbettarmente~e)• a.s hie •o1111 devouring malady.•1
Dei'i.ning his art-1stlc objeetivas as conveying a •:reeling"'

to an audience and making •them sympath&tle with it,...
Shaw declared.~ "'my plays are all propaganda plays .• • 2
so, Shaw's dramatic work was attempting.. ln essence. to ereate
uympatby for his polltical. viewpoint and,, thereby, gam

eonverts to the system he :f'el t could best improve the
world.

In a word, Sbaw*s system is generally referred to

as socialism.

bUt his socialism developed along Fabian lines

l':ather than those of conventional &IarXiam or Colt'm'!Ullism.

T-his distinction is important.

For. as a Fabian. Shaw was

(2)

able to: deVf)lope a highly personal political philosophy•
Fabians were not a typ!ca1 pollt1eal party.

nc> formal struetm.-ooe or organi£atiml.

The

Tfb"e group had

When he Wl!"'ta of the

soclet:r• s early history in •Fabi&"1. Tract no. 40., u Shaw pointed
out tile group never lost the ability to laugh a:t its"ill:t ..

The$e pa:rticrular elements o:f Fabianism are essential to an

uncle-rsta.ndir-.:g ot the

advro1cement

o£

devel.opment::~

of Shavian socialism sine-a

this philosophy supplied the motivating factor

for writing his plays.
Aa

~ie

Bentley aptly explains it. the IOJabian Society

had no ·ft'party line"'3,. and• therefore, Shaw's development; as
a Socialist was :fluid.

Although Shaw credits the "Fabian

Poll tburaau .. with acting as •an lneomparabla critical threshing

maehlne ror his ideas ••4- his uniquelhlendlng of these ideas
which were drawn front :,a wide array of sources retained a

distinctively pel'$onal flavor. The f'eeling.s.for- which he

desired to create sympa;thy were n-t'tt pa:rroted

own intal.l.ect.
reallz.ed the power at laughter.

~

doctrine

but the outpourings of' his
Shaw

He v."allted -to .harness

its power in order to rldieule· what he considered soeiei;y• s

shorteomngs.

-.I wan"t people t1> go- away from my plays .reeling

a little btgger then when they came to the-m.• he told hisi"riend

3Eric Bentley,. Bernard §batv {ammended edi-tion t New York
.
I'•ew Directions Books,. ~9S9). PP• 2-)-.
4
'
.
Geo.rge Bernard Shaw. Sixteen Self Sltetehea ( New York

Dodd. Ii1ead & Company. l9/,.t9)_. P• lll.

1

t

())
Henry Salt. •to have ~aughte~ thmnselves out: of littleness • •

s

so.. George Bernat"d Shaw wrote eomady wl th the avowed purpose

of gaining et)nverts to hls brand

or

soeialimn through laughter.

Ridiculing ..littleness*• he ho-ped ta make the world a better place
by malting its inhabitants bigger people.

•Pre·:taca

to

As he wrote in the

Haartbreak House• in 1919., •like a fertile country

nooded with mud. England shewed (sic} no sign of her greatness

in the days when she was put-ting forth all her, strength to

save het""sel:r from the worst of her littleness.• Shaw never

seemed to recwar from the. shock of the war.
is his

onl~

st•.JomJ {1923).

exe&ptional. ·potrtwar play.

1'he consensus of. eritical opinion aeems to hold. that
just prior -to the

artist.

\'lar

years Shaw reaehed his zenith as a dramatic

Those who sug.geat that Slaw continued artistie and

philosophical progress in his postwar plays tend to agres that
the ·war nade

a

heavy impression on him.

The

image o:f

G. a. s.

ttmerging from the war a changed man itt reflected in the various

divisions suggested far organizing· his career into component
phast'fS..

For those dividing Shaw•s work into periods - Eric

Bentley, Robert Hru:stei.n, Martin Meisel. or Charles Carpenter •
the war serves as the pivotal period leading to the final segtnm.t
in bls career.

He was stlll popula:r as a playwri~t" Gmd

actually. there was a boom in postwa.r prodt1etions __ o:f Shavi.an
plays.

But these prod11ettons 'Ymre

ottan atag&S as :farces

+h~ t

.provoJted' wnat Shaw called •a lot of' shallow but willing laughter.
·fll'ld then producing dis-aappointment and irritatlon. ~~ 6

~:. .·. '3coiht wii'son,.
!Iutchlnaon
6

&

Bernard .ID:1m! • A Reassesamen;$ (London :
co., Ltd. • l9b'9T;-P. 211.
·

e..

nesketh Pearson.
s.s • ., A Full Lene:,th Portrail:; (Garden
1 ty. New York: t Garden-cTty Publisiilng co. • 0:940)"# P• 333~

(4)
The £1rst 1'10rld war had tumed Shaw's plays into eout:ca1J :for

hollow la-ughter.

After

the'Jwar Shaw was no longer obtaining

hia stated dramatic obj'ectiveJ; the

-ti.ttleness~

had com&how

overcome the laughter.
Sbav1

cata.gorl~ed

'Beethoven and nand&.

his own plays a.a he had the works- o£

He divided ttunn into a juvenile· and a

middle period which was followd by a Th&rd blan."1frr .• 1
lngl.y. thess periods am· ·each divided by a war.

!nterl'!st-

In the*?re:taee

to Baek to li1ethusGlah•-. the play he placaa. at the start
his Third

~Jannar

or

--

in 1920.. Shaw further r.mreals that f.mn and

Superman m.a:tkod the buginning

o~

his middle phase during 190:3.

The juvenUce phase ended vdth the Boar War (1899-l902)t the
mlddl.:a terminated with World War .I (1919).

Shaw hinged the

turning points of his dramatic career on wa.r.s.

Tbe im!)act

of these wars was, therefore. ini'luential on his philosophy.
D&'talling the YJar's mutation a'£ art. speci:fiaally

dramatic a..~ in the comic :form.,. is not intended

nero. :t>"'or

the scope is limi:ted to obaer'rl.ng tho change in Shaw's comic
tone p-roduced by the war.

somehow. war raised tha tone in

pitCh and :the re:sul:ting uptmrd modulati<n in frequency,
al:thou.gh subtlo. vras readily discerna.ble.

did not i:lv{)lve a IllOvement

f'rot.'i

While this shift

the treble range o£ conl&dy

to the bass keys of tragedy. it did h1craase intensity in the
tone.

This·· change produced laughter which was higher. shriller.

more bi-tter in register.

(5)
But t.o detect change. na'tnrally • the original tone must be

heard.

Observation of the ebango 1n Shavian comic tone at the
onset o:r the '!!bird Manner requires tracing it f'rom 1 ts origins
during the first period.
\Yar

'By monitoring Shaw's"£eal!nga•nn

to this shift • the true degrea of variation in comic

to:ne can be

dete~hled.,

Shaw'tt plays are, as previously noted.,

the embodiment of those "feelings" for which he wanted to
enliat the sympatbN' or his a.udlences.

so, if' his plays are

searched for his prevailing '":feelings'- toward war, m1y changes
in

Shat~•s

philosophy can be matched with changes in comic tonEh

'B9 understanding Shaw•s •£eelings"' on warfare., inaic;ht can be
gained into the nature of' the transmogrification of the Shavlan
Su64es.;ec1

conde tone and possible causes can be ,._for the
sourl

la~rrhter

turning

a souring lfhieh would prompt Shaw to say thnt *only

those Vtno have lived 'through a i'irst-r.ate war ean possibly

understand the bitterness.•H
Each of -the first two periods contains a play in which
~

i.s thematically important.

Analy»ing th& thematic

application of wt:t.r(Arma and. th• t.-lan (1894) and

~i2F.: l,1~ara

{1905) ean reveal Shaw~a-;:emerging attitude pattern for vmr.
When this pattern is considered in relation to th& attitudes
eXposed in fl:enrtbrsz~ Hous'e• the transitional work with which
the middle phase ends 1

clear.

Shaw• s source of embitterment becocms

For. in ,Jieartbr,e§ House are rafieeted the modif'icatlon s

(6)
fot"ced on the Shavlan phUosophy by the harshnoa:s ct

war.

wor~d

The change in Shaw's outlook ttn war can then be coxnpared with

cllange in the Shavian comic tone.

When Shaw'S. concept of the

proper place o:t warfare in hie philosophical st:heme ot' things
bee·ame drastically modified • t'he tone of the comedy in which he

pre.sentt:d these concepts t.,as also changed ..
Atms
sueeess~

.!!.1i

the b'!an was George Bernard Shalt• a first dramatic

but ironically the message he hoped to dal.iver was

largely interpreted incorrectly by his firs-t audiences.
play•s tone caused

Ir&~

playgoers and theatre critics to miss

the "f'eeling" intended for sympathetic reaction.

r-m the play cost ita ba<:ker a considerable. loss.

In the :f'irst
Arme

Hornlman, who hati financed it through I"lorence l''a.rr•

several thousand pounds.

.fhe

7

~ost

Generally the play was typed as

simply a romarrtio cem,edy o-r a light opera,._ and Shaw was referred
to as a Gilbert without: SUllivan.

in

uA

Shaw's rebuttal takes form

Dra:roatic Real !at to His Cri tics• (1894) which

la-t~

:

became the "Preface to Arms and the Man"'. · 'flhe ylay and its

explication in this seli'-eriticism hold the key to Shaw's attitude
toward warfare untU .the beginning of the lloer \var in 1899 when
the juvenile phase ends.

But

many

background factors must ba

establishad be:fore Sbaw•s phUosophical. objectives in
j;he

,a~an

£+rpf~

and

and its subsequent influence on the Sba.vian comic tone

becomo clear.

In the early 1880's Shaw. had been converted to socialism.
His .fascination began a.t a stree1; laeture gi van by Henry George

and he began to investigate economie theory.
newly :formed Fabian Soeiety lata !n 1884.

He joined the

The effecta of

Fabianism on Shaw are subje.et to debate. but that the group

(?)

was to prove important in bis li:fe and dramatic career is
rarely disputed.

A loose knit club for socialist intellectuals,

the Fabian society was an important springboard for Shaw•
As a Fabian- he wr6te political essaya an well as

le~turing

extensively. and the basis for his personal soeiaupolitieal
.

0

phUso?hY developed under the socity • s auspices.

Shaw's research into eecmomlcs had converted him l'rom
Marxls~

to Jevonism by the late 1880's.

Man with

~he

a Marxist.

Although he credited

cure .for his political blindness, Shaw was not

He disagreed with the concept of class struggle

and the rJiarxian system of values.

Like Marx, he :f'el t society

should be classless. but he disagreed as to ho'\'t this was to
be aehievttd.

Shaw wanted eaeh individual to have his fair

rapcial and economic share rather than marely elevating the

He was concerned with elevation

poor and dethroning th& rich.

of the individual in proportion to the individual's efforts.
!n economies. he embraced the reformed-capitalistic theory
or Jevon. who was ironically

an

anti-socialist. because it

left room for the operation of individual will

(

sbm~here

between capitalism and Marxism.
About the same time. during 1887 •

h~

encountered the work

or Samuel Butler. Shaw be1iavei firmly in evolution, but he
scorned Darwin's concept of natural selection because it

eliminated the individual wlll as an evolutionary factor.
Asked to revim·v Butler's Luck

.2£ cunni..Yl,gl he balked untU

informed that 'the book was an attack on Darwin.

As intplled

by the title, Butler's work cballenged the natural selection

theory and !t deeply influenced Shaw.

(8)

Butler's chief influence was in the development o£ Shaw's
llfe force idea' but Shavian philosophy is a complex mixture
of Nlet'0sehe .. Bergson. Sehopenhau(;r. and La.J11.arek, as wall
as. Butler.

The eomple:dty results :from Shaw's policy o£

embracing what he agreed. with philosophically .and discarding
what he did not.

For example. he Clahled to have never read

ftietRhe in German and to have only read excerpts in translation•
yet critics consiste.fltly

ma.~e

comparisons which impl.y Shaw

was directly infiueni!ed by him. · *If all this talk about SchOP-

enbauer and Nietzsche continues • ..,. he said. ,. I reall.y

w11~

have

to read their works to detm-mine what we have in common ... 9
Shaw made no elaim

o~

original.tty.

He selected what he

considered to be the beat of available ideas and incorporated
the results to form the Sha~\<m philosophy.. ·The "life .force•

concept is .the cora of this philosophy, although Shaw did

not use this terminology until after the turn o'f the century.
f_tthe 1ire force was Shaw•s translation of ltenri Bergson's phrase,

elM :ti.}!l.P•
soiri~

Shaw had used the axpression Zel tgeist (wrld-

or world .!1.;U,) prior to using the term life ·:foree. but

the eoneept is the same.

f!'he ba.sis for the life force or will

is the desire fo-r more control over the forces in nature
which determine individual destiny.

The *willn is motivated

toward fuli'iJlment of this denire by the •purpoaen.

t.t'he

"purpose" comriats of the drtving !torce which motivates l.if'e.
~.e"'r~-\o

Shaw used the term

God~ .butAhe

hinselfnan atheist.

God• 1n Shavia.n

terma. is the life force whieh is constantly trying to become

9Archibal. d Henders-on,Geor(ff Bernard Sh;aw t Yi.&! &1£§ and
Worlt,! (Cincinnati 1 Stewart & K dd Company; l920 • P•

5--;-

(9)
m~re

aware of' itself or. in other' words. the will aceompllshing

the :pttt'pose through self real.ization.

\1itb each sot:r J!"S'ali,.ation

there i.s an evolution te). a higher stage in awarenes::J and a
reaul ting moral improvement..

Self realization increases self

ragpect ·&"ld a su.ffielent quantity of self respect precludes the
posalbllity of immoral. action. ~~ is not the ultimate because

he ls only a gtage 1..11 the proce-ss of moral evoluti()rt.
~ach

But

fulfillment tor man brings the life foree a stage closer

to the u11:imate self realization. Shaw's philosophy of the lii'e

force was eornbined with his economic ·theory during t!l} eonrse

o:f a series o:f confrontations betweon Shaw and A. m. Hyndman.•
a rival soeialist and theyou.lldel:' of the Social Democratic

Foundation.

Uyndraan was an

outspo\(~nly

militant socialist

who had no use :for-the Fabian policy of" the .. inevitability
of gradualrtess. u

Developed by Sidney tlebb, Shaw's :friend ·

and f.ellOll Fabian. the g-radualness the-ory involved the "per-

meatio..*l" or infU tration or society's regulating bodies to

s.

D. F. wanted revolution but

prw.ote internal reform.

lJ:1he

Shaw wanted evolution•.

Hyn~~

invited Shruv to actively join

the class war, but he deal.inod.

"I run a moral revolutionary •

interested. not in claes war, but· L"'l the

strut::~.le

hul!!an vi ta1ity and tM artificial system of

Shaw's reply. 10

between

~oral.i ty •

• was

Shaw's revolution \'Jas to be in·rellectual •.

Soe bU. and economic refortu ..-:ere in tended ·to be the by products

of the .evolutionary process.
After wrltb1g five novels whieh had met wit11 l.i·t·Ue

sucu:~ess.

\.!.U}

Shaw tried

pl~tw.rl tlng

mtb WU1iam Archer-.

in 1885.

He collaborate-d in the effort

For -the next seven years he worked as a

critic. of music. art. literature, and drama. honing his artistic
skUl and worJting out th'dt

~hies

of Sha.vian philosophy •

Then

in 1892 he completed his and Arehar•s unfinished play. Widowgr;'.!
fiq_u.a~. a.'I"J.d

begall his stage career.

:f"or turning to

d.-~~

Shaw exp1ained hls purpose

!n the •Pre:faca· to Plays Pleasant• whiah

l'ta.-s published as part

or

seven pl.ay-s ln 1890.

He declared his aim LT'l writing then

had. been to create

the two volume collection of his- first

an. .,.onS'laught

on idealism. u

In .........
Arms and ..............
the ....._..
raan the one ttartic.ttlnr ideal ism attached

-

~

is warfare. Shaw vtal'\ted pooitiva a.11d realistic ".ralue.s applied
to so1dlere

and war.

His reasons can 'be traced both to

prevailing political situations and to the artistio ad'mnee-

ment of part of his philosophy of" eocialiertic rerom.

In

·ternts Of' warfare, there wera at least two major political.
:factors at issue in the early 189o•'s w~.ieh helped shape Shaw's
attitu.d~l.

one national a."ld one inte!'1'!ational.

!<foreover. he

was motl·tated by his det:ire to advance his philosophy of the
1i:fG force through his wont as an artist.
a step

:ro1~'v1a.rd

eertain ethical

in the f:)resentatlon
~ansiderations ~f

or

This- play represents

that philosophy because

Shavian Boelalism

a_~

e-spe.eially in terms or the indlviduat•s responsl1:;tllity.
these :factors lllw a commo..'"l source i.11 Shaw• s
i~

11

f~elings"

advanced
Each
and

or

~ach

-part of'" his motivation for the play.

on

tho national. zcene, Sh.a.w worr-ied about

of a {;Onuino revolut1o:.4.

experienced a serious

th~

possibility

Durinr; U536 aivl H387, I:."nglm~d had

d~prensinn

which sparked several

:riot~.

(111
These riots spurred the growth of unions. and unionism produced
strikes in th-o late 18So•s and early 189o•s.

The s. D. F. • along

wittla somewhat less militant splinta.I" group h$adod by Shaw• s

trlend, William ,tnorrist

~-as

attempting to foment s.ocial revolution

within the dissat!s:fiad wo:rJ-;:ing class..
the result of an attempted mass 't'ally

But ..Eloody Sund:ay" •
ix.~.

Tt"afalgar Square

during November, 1881,· cleaJ:"ly illustt:ated for Shaw the sen-

selessness o:r peasant revolt against armed police and eavalry
\troops.

This .:f'ia.e-co rair...forced the"feelings" on a class

:that Shaw had expressed to Jtyndman.

:the anS"iiar, and Shaw

f'~l't

.

Violent t'evol:ution was not

tha-t a pctent army was essential as

a peace-keeping t\e'ce-rr~C\(~ on the home :front.
was necessary :for efi"eci;ive

the:oey.
,no-n:
to

emplo;;tr~ent o~

Domestic -tranquUity

the gradualness

\then ·more bellicose associates would questi::>n this

:~iol.ent

~he

l-7a.r"

course of action, Shaw would counter with an analogy

Pl."anclt Revolution.

The spirit of ..10his revolt \?as o:f:'ten

invOked by those who- ;supported violent ac-tion.

nut Shaw fal t

t.he re'fol t would have bean crushed i f the French KL'"lg would

have at-t:ended to his soldier's payroll before
~~bling debts.11

~1arie

Antoillette•s

The relative strength o:f peace-keeping :forces probably
concerned Shaw in the early 1890 • a

sL"1c~

a oeriouo ro1d shar-p

depression mttch like that of' the 1886-87 period had developed

in 1n92 and 1893·

Chroni.clo~

of" the period refer to the situation

aa one ...which led to great misery at a time when there was no
11Pearaon, on-.

..£.!1• ,

p. 66.

(12)
tmemploymemt

pay~ " 12

Tension was added to this volatile

situation by Shaw's knowledge that revolutionaries had been
chafing to initiate revolt.

The original target date had been
~-an'l~nx\ca\

1889. in order to coincide with the

of the French

Revolution, and, as a result, revolutionary furor was af:.fever
pitch in the early 1890 1 s.
Since 1882 the f'orces of the British Elupir& had occupied
Egypt, a situation which resulted in considerable international
tension.

'!·his action beg8..1J. 13ri tish tnv,:::>l vement in Africa. which

was later to result in a serious international confrontation.

Shaw was sympathetic to the government's policy of intervention~
As a member of' the Char!ng Cross Parliament. a socialist
got'ernment formed within a debate society, he co-authored a
statement proposing that "the withdrawal of the troops from
-Egypt will be completed only as rapidly as is consistent with
the welfare and independence of the country. ,lJ Late that
sa~e

year, 1887, he also wrote a sympathetic article entitled

"A Word for War".

Shaw believed thtik British colonialism,

despite its inherent flaws, was more fully evolved than the
uncivilized state.

To insure evolutionary progress the more

advanced form of civilization was required to exert its influence
on the emerging primitive society.
12

Henry Felling, Modern 3ritain: 1885-lili {Vol. 8, The
Norton Library History of England, Christopher B~ooke and
·
Denis Smith, eds., 8 vols.,New York: w. W, Norton & co ...
1966), P• JO,
lJR. F. Rattray, Bernard Shaw
Roy Pu'blishers, 1951), P• 60-61,

1

2: Chronicle (New York:

{13)

Shaw•s

•:reelln~su

on tho national £actor,

mair;.tenr.mc~

o:f intornal security.- and theL'"lte'i!'J:k'\tional i'aator. advanenm~nt

f'or the mo!"a primitive,. are firnly grounded in thG

c;thicn of' ShaYiun ~ocial!mn.

'I'ho ~if~ force required an

ntmosphero cm.1duoive to evolution a.""ld 1:1ora advanced states

were expected to prov!.de it.
factors vrero a.lao i11vo:lved ns alijuncta

Ar:~istlc

Tnfnrm concepts.

o~

w.;. th pro-

Sl'ta-;t•1l :firot throe pla.yn ha.d dealt

'blems inher"Gnt in a social rrys.ter:t -

h1n

procti tution, murrlaga.

lndividual and his i\mctio:n \ti -thin cocioty•s 5.ns+i tutions •.

ono o-r ·tho largest and !J.ost lmpor+..a:1.t of these wao: the military
onta'bl i.shr~ent.

Sha~1

noted in reference to the play that ttmy

conclusion is that a S'oldier o.u;ht to bo:·"Dado a ¢it.izon and
an a part of
st"H~l.g~y, 11as

subject to tha lli'e forcc-v;orld will concept.

7ii thin the play Shaw

a.ttm~pto<.i

to cath;fy thtS:Do objectives

by syster-:;atically contrasting tho daludin;:; ninato:anth century
ide?..ls

or

war and love with realit.r.

the clnsh wi t~1. romantic idealism. t1as only a device to aid
hrtor!)ret."lt5.on of the play in a letter wri tton to ~!ill lam

Archer &Jevrral da:yo after production firnt opened.
"the positive elera.ent in m.,y philooophy that mal:eu

..It is

A·n'~

.,. , .... ..,"'-

.......,..,

14

G. Bernard Shn.w, '*'A Drattatic Realist to Hin Critics."
Shaw QU !.heatre, B. J ... ·s~en·t. ed. (He"v York ' Hill nncl iiang.

~9~)" P• 36 ••
L : .J

;.

j

(14)
*if you eould only rid yourself of the intense unreality of

your own pre concept irmsr and or your obcesaion by "the ideals

Whieh you

~:ceow

over~

pensimlntic

yott wtmld not find that an

effect due to the· ridiculous ohviousnesn and common sense of
:roalSlm
breaking- throu,r,h tho nint a.T"td g,la"":mnr of' idealim;t,_
'--'
.

;

""'as a r:,eno mechanical to;my+.urvyism • .,15

Hiv intention

\'laG

tmder -tho in:fltu:mcn of the evolutionary li:fc force .•

'I'he ci tbam soldiar, Llrmtnchli_. acts an a cz.talynt for

each 0"...-ol&tt:La

Ci~aga

through intern.ctlon

toward concciou:J

awn.~nans

of thcm3elves

vrith~'~ Ac a practical rot:antic

he shares

nn cloi?!Crrt distinct! ve in each r;irl.
"·t·O

M

~ 1 e :ro!!'.a:n t·~c
an 1.:ncurau
0

.,.

Rl untnchl.i :t'reel:t admits
<>
i·on. tt16 fr•;::;a!'~tHJ
•
<D.. spos~t
cl e:scr.;."be-n
._..,

him as "a soldier: f:Yery inch a col<licr: •• af•ter <l!:nir.;ro.t!ng
fP.lcecsn in mar-tial affairr:J.

He co;-nplaine i':lu:ntcchli 'n skill

by solf-dincovory o:r an inrmer truth.
+.he lifa .forao.-s proc-ess.

.......

15n.

·~'his

is tho oc.:;cnca o£

In discoverincT, this ne;'i

"a:·:~ess.. •

H. :taurenee,. ed.,.

181~7-1397
{:rew
__.
_.
.

fork : Dodclt
,.
l!J,u.., • "'"'r
,_.d "h
A
..)..., nax
.-} aw, dr:rin
-

-·•j ,,
.S.}1<:1 ;;~an
,_. .
nh

(''-i
.:'t.W. +·•
vJ.more '

engu1n

'D
!

Books. Inc-..- 1967>-• -P• ?-zr.-.-For C~'anienca in notation. all
·:roterencos• to· ~~~,;~~t; of. thin t.>lay will be ta.~or.. from thiu
editioh ,and- the page cited will. be profixed wl-th 'the abbreviation
A. ·\ ;::i.

(15)
~e

tbrovm on the soldier's place in the scheme of things which

:reneets important aspects o:f shavian

~oeialisr.1

in tl1e process.

Raina•s poetic: vision of" idealized warriors and battles
is systematically blurred by J3luntschli throughout. the first
The image o:f the romantic warrior hero f'lgur.e. serglus.

net.

\1hic'h she had ven:erated. gradually lacklusters and the forces
o-f evolu·tion bagL"l to
~i:iluntschli.

stir~

.in her as she watches the sleeping

unconsciously referring to him as .. darling"
Her

25).

self•a\~eneas

forges to the

su~race

as she .,onverses with · ·.. ' Bluntschli when he comes to return
the -coat..

Raina is :forced to admit to herself that sho has

always played a. role in her int-erpersonal relationships• and
begins to see t1ergius: is playing a oit1Uar role.

In the

plazy'a closing li11as bar proeess of s3lf rsalization ia complei:ed

as she drops the sham: o:f denying her real afi'actions and

.. succumbs with a shy smile" • oapitt.11,ating• "to my chocolate

cream aoldie-r" (A

& Nf,

r>. '/7).

Pro£-rossing :f'rom behavior

l'thich J:il.untschl.i arurunws is that of a seventeen year old'
Raina ·transcends the inhillitions o:r class distinctions and

accepts the rela:tionship she- had established with "a fugitive,
a beggar. and a starving man" (A & !1. p. 77).

mother• s pretentiousness, she declares. ux

sold to tho. highent

bidder.~

Wll

Hushing her

not hem to be

Rather. she is determined to marry

her soldier whose ""rarJc is tho. highest known.

~

• a f'roe

eitizcnh (A & M. P• ?6-77).
T.touka
Raina·.

move~

on .a ol ic:htly higher C"rolutionary plane than .

?rom the :firc:Jt aet 's opening llnes she is described as

.. proud" and uao defiant that her servility to Raina is almost

(16)

insolent" (A

~: ;~.

p. 8).

As a very •real" person. !,ouka is

aware of her worth as an individual.
-rpurpose" but until

~he

i.s

ex~osed

to

sen~oa t~

Her "'vill"
cat~~ytic

Bl1mtschli she

lasks the self-realization 11e.eessary for evolution.

Her

contrast with the "dneamy" Raina is emphasized in the manner
in which she handles Sergius• eondascending: paas.

the

significa~ce

of Uluntschli's and Raina's

Realli.zing

relationship~

she is able to cast what aha had sensed for somatlmc in concrete
~arms.

Sergius berate!'J her as

nhe retorts. ur•ve

fo~~d

.. clod

3

out whatever clay

are made of the sa"il~" (A & f'4, p •

she is a:ware of Raina's

of aomr:1on

.59).

r•rn

clay~•,

made o£, you

_~:eing more

and JJ!~tr;chli's mutual

but

:perceptive,

a.ttra.1tion

"MiJJh Raina will ma1.:-ry him. •.-1h.ether he likes

bafora they ara.

it or not. '*ffshe i.Ylf.'orms 5nrgius. "'I knm'1 the dif!er.-:mcc bet\'IOen
1;he sort of manners you and she put on herore one another

and the real manner" (A

sconuf her follow
yotn:.' moncy,.n slle
was notlt. (A
to•'dn..~

& ;,y~

ser-<fl:Ul·t.

P• 63}.

Nicola 'cr: nttein'?t to buy hnr •.

scathe~ •. ~you

& · r.\. p~

Rtteaursmg:_nalna; she
·::.~eep

'l.tera·,born·to be· a servant. I

59}. Her. self realization gives her the impetus

to be the equal of my inferior" (A

&

M, p. 6;).

Har

:ful:fillraont is.near when ehe sa9a that "t haven .rieht to call
he:r:- Raina• t1he calla me Louka." (A t· M.,. p.

?4).

She brl:}aks

the b011ds of arbi trn!"'J social distinctions.

In her moment of' triu!lfpll over Sergiun, Loi.Grat·'muses over
marti;al courage.

the

eo~m~ication

ITer dramatic :f'uncti<>n includes aiding in

of a positive viewpoli1t on war.

Junt as

with each of the other major characters, she relJ;rs a message
containing part of the Shavian •roellngs.. on warfare.

She

(17)
sueces.sf\tlly baita her trap for Serglus with t"Omantie military
ethics.

For as ·a participAnt 1n the evolution of the 1 i:f'-e

force, she can see military ethics 1n
fl.nd makes use of f~';- se:rgius cannot.

dh<',,.
~·.

r'

proper perspective

When Louka achieves

her goal by transcending cla"Ss limitations and winning Sergiuu,
Nicola cooly summarizes bar character.

•she had a soul above

her station• ~ (A & 14• P• 72).. Like Raina. she evolved -to a
mre adaanced stage.. but, significantly• bar evolution takes

·platte in a higher strata because of her greater awczreness • her
closer touoh withwal.ity, and the distance she had to cover

from servant :to master-.
Bluntsohli is the p1ay 's most complex charactfl'!'l in terms

of the evolutionary 11f'e :rorce.

He is acted upon by a purpose.

as well as. inducing ita action in othe'rs.

He is also the vehicle

for the essential comments on soldiers and warf'are-.

As the

positive agent placed in contrast to sergiusJ the negative
.

.

~

aspect,, Bluntschll lnstllls the "feelings"' on warJ\whieh Shaw

wants bitt a.ttdienca to :feel sympathy..
Even as a imported expert, Bluntseh11 is subject to

evolution's forces,.

He is able to enkintne -the life spirtt•s

:fire in. others because he has the longest experience under

lts influence. Since boyhood h& has been self-searching under
its force.

He is

;Wsur&

of wha:tev.er draws him to Raitm. ttt

come sneaking baak her& to b!re another look at the young lady

wben any other man

o~ my

age would have sent th&

he reveals {A & M. P• ?4).

coat back., •

He knows it is not gratitude or pity.

BUt hia•wul"' senses some compelling •purpose*.

"'There • s

reason in everything•., he says. begJ;nning instinct!vely to

(18)
r$ali2e she desires a relationship with him (A & M, P• $5).
Bluntschll's vision begins to clear when he adds up the coin•

o!dences which are so purposeful, picking 'the correct balcony,
the narrow miss of not getting wisk&d out the door by Raina's

apprehenaivemother,~e

inheritance which comes that afternoon.

HIJ turns within h·imself and lays bare his soul.

The final

obstruction. ,)vhich was a false illusion is then torn away.

Not hesitating, he successfully bids for Raina.
is based on his \l'alue as an individual,

Her acceptance

She has realised his

linp11rtanee _a.a an individual, thereby establishing the basis
Just as in Louka's ease, her dtclsion

for a true relationship,

1s evolutionary baoause it repressnts acceptance of an evolutiona~

opportunity.

Bluntschli 1 s proposal is evolutionary because

be has evolved to the realization that be should advance it.
His searching and· aoldierlne; days are over.

Raina. and Louka evolve through introductions to Bluntschli,
but Sergiue does not.

As his foil, Sergius can reflect Bluntschli's

evolutionary force, but he cannot benefit from it.

or

values cannot cope with

force.

-4:::h.~

His system

necessities of the evolutionary

His "never withdrawtng• and •never surrendering• attitude

dooms him to never evolve.
life force.

He can not come to grips with the

As he tells Bluntsohll, "I could no mora fight

you than I could make love to an ugly woman•. (A & M, p. 67).
Rather than expanding through

selr-reali~ation,

he merely

swings from one idealistic pole to its opposite when confronted
by

life's vicissitudes.

sergius is blind. and while those

around him evolve, he only revolves.

Each of the main characters

(19)

developes to self-realization in the course of the play except
Sergius •

rfotably • sergiua embodies all of the warriorat flaws

which Shaw wished to point out •. He exemplifies all the values
Shaw wanted to ridicule with his comedy.
At the .time h:e wrote Arms and the

a naoty busine:ss.

ll!n•

Shaw saw war as

It involved not ·only grave danger but

physical and aesthetic privations for those who were forced to
wa~

it.

Yet there was a place tor the professional soldier.

Bluntschli, in the life force's evolutionary process.

The

professional soldier was a skilled tradesman and as sueh
was an asset for civilized society.

But there was no evolutiOnary

potential in the romantic idealism of pathetic ama~s such

as Se:Jtgius.

The life force was active in a man who could

•tight When I have toM and •be very glad to get out of it
when I haven • t to." beeausa this represented a rather important
self•z:"eallzation (A & M, p. 67).

Only contempt existed for

those who "'think fighting's an amusement• (A & Ma P• 67).
In the Shavlan philosophy there is considerable external
evidence to $Upport this interpretation.

Early in 1894 Florence

Farr of the Independent Theatre Society approached Shaw on the
possibility of reviving Widower's
produotian of a new effort.
out on the them.e <tf war.

that flin.the original

MS

~~'

but Shaw preferred the

The plot had already been worked

•

Shaw revealed in a newspaper release

the names o£ the places were blank•

and the characters were simply The Father, Tho Daughter, The
Stranger, ~he Heroic Lover, and so on."17
17touis Crompton,SBaw the Dramatist (Lincolnr University
of Nebraska Press, 1969) p.~g,n. Crompton attested the truth
or Shaw's statement by consulting Shaw manuscripts in the Britieh

Museum.

{20)

rrhun, Shaw de fin! tely had a. play in mind that would explicate

his philosophical.

view~.on

war, and. once having written tne

play. he lator adapted 3:t :to an actual historical conflict .•

Additional ev!dance for this is suggested by Shaw's choice
.of modelo :for· his then unnamed characters.
CUnningha.nl Grahrun •ttigures in my play Arms and the !1!!b"

Shaw said; "with {Sidney} Webb in strong contrast ...18 S&rg!us'
hi never withdraw• lines (A & M. p.
I

uttered by Graham in the House of

33 and p. ?3) were actually

Commons~

as a swashbuckling and romantic type.

Graham is described

He was an active revolution•

ary and was imprisoned as a result of "Bloody sunday".

The

effects of that fiasco on Shaw•s attitude have already been
noted, but

ths basic contrast

in philosophy between Shaw and

Graham did ~marge as a result of theancldent.
that Shaw was
broke out.

.;~ha

first man to

fl~e

Graham declared

the sq_uare when trouble

Shaw's reply that he only wished he had that muoh

nt.mse \vas later to be echoed by Bluntschli • s siJniliar remark
to Sergius.
r~luntsohlir

The Stranger, who was eventually to 'be named
was patterned after SiclnQy Webb, shaw's extremely

close friend.

FOX'

a Shavia.n character to be molded on \'lebb

Shaw described hia

represented Sha.vt's ul tima.te compliment.
19

0 h
•
. Eng1 an d • ~ .
':frJ:end
.as· ···t
.e a bl es t .man; ln

He characterized

his fti~nd as:·:"one of .. the Jl~<:)st. extra<?rdina~y .and. cal?able men

18nlanohe Patch, Thlrt~ y;ears wi:£ll £!•.!!·~· (New York a
Dodd, Maad & Company, 1957}, p. 84.
1 9.serna.rd Shaw. Sixteen self Sketches {New Yorlt , Dodd
Mead & Company, 1949); P• Io7. ·
·
·
•

(2l)

al!v~. " 20 r;rhe dramatic oontrast between Sergius and BluntsC!hli
actually existed between Graham and Webb.,

While Graham was.

advocating revolution. l'Jebb developed the

doctrine o:r pernwation.

Shaw attested to \'lebbts i.ntluenee

"W~bb'a

otl.

him.

brains.

knowledge• and official experience,., prompted shaw· to nveal.,
*'that the

ai£fer~noe between

Shaw With (Webb) tllld Shaw 'Oy

himself was enormous ... 21 The role he played in Shaw• s intelleot•
ual lit~ v1a.s r-dt:TO't'e¢'.\~. by Bluntaohli.

With th$ae individuals as soureea for the basic ideelogical
clash within the play., the auggeution thtt Shaw hoped to point
dano~r

out the

or

violent revolution is qualified

somewhat.

The revoluticnat".f p.erso111Uity was strtirized 1n contraot ·•1th
the

dadicat~d

. professional..

Sha.vt consider.fld Webb a living

Et.xponen-t of the life force in aot ion.

for his

sol~ier¥

Shaw indicated that he

With Webb a.a tho model
~elt

da.fil-;1 te p<rtential. for evolutionary progress

life.

thara was a
\IIi thin

the military

Blind. idealistic fervor, on the othe~hand; often could

inhibit tha life roroa with ita excessive passion.

As Bluntschli

advised Sergius on several oacaaions. the military is no plaoe
for his .typ.o ot .mal\•

The lit$ force ta.etox- also figures in the ohoioe of
se.tting £or S}rms and the

!m• Shaw' a philosophical motives

inoludrt({ advanoing tho principle o! a.civilieation's role
as a part of sO:c1aJ. evolution.

He traatod Britain's x-ole in

Egypt vla. this raotif. The more advanced civilization need

.

not ha.v$ reached fulf'Ul!Aal;.t,. aa was obviously the aa.se with
.

.

20Hend.ersM,

.

1956,

21shaw, l91J:9, 'P•

third person

P• 222.

loa.

regular~y.

shaw referred to himself in the

(22)

Brltain.

It oniy needed to

ef:tective stimulation and

be

evolved sufficiently to provide

a.tmoaphe~e

fo:r evolution

or

the life

Hluntsohli, the l"'opubli.ean democrat as Shaw terms him•

force,

create$ just auob an et'feo.t 1n h1s relationship to the Bulearians.
His arrival paw&des the Pr.rtkoti'

hou~e

with the energy of' tho

life force which he directly stimuiates\in several characters.
LO'Uka, ·th.o m:ost

p~rceptive

nluntsohli,. has

\la~

nf tho cha.ra.otera evolved through

ex.pQaura to tn.ia evolution thro,ugh
stage.

li~i ted

primed :for h.\ a, infiu$nee by
expo~u~

pre"J!ous:

to a more advanoed

Nicola has bean able to enhance her natural. beauty by

teaching btr to look and act "llka a tine Russian lady.. (A & M, p,60) •
lt$r ra.cepti"lanesa to evan th.io limited oxpoaure to a 140re

advanced cu.l ture ·can be ascertained in Bluntschli •s remark that
she. i's a "remarkable loold.ng young wom.anl' (A

& Iii,

P• 64.) •

Dluntschl! had not raaohad a ful£illed $tagef but he could sense
potential. and in, tho

procet;u~

of his own self-realization, he

facilitated that of others who were not as highly evolved as
he.

The

anal(j~y

between his role and Britain's is obtlous.

As already noted • Shaw had eat"efully worked cut the plot

and charaoterlzathn bef'ore worrying about names or geography.
In choosing his locale for the play, he saarehed :for a war

which both satisfied his political allegory and oomplimanted

his choice of real characters aa models rar
in ideals.

th~

primary nonf11et

Sirlri.ey Wabb suggested the Se:tVo-Bulgarian War or

l88St a conf:liot that had received eonsitierable press eovarage
in England during the Gladstone ora. of Eastern involVE.lmont
tor iihe ?:Jnpi:ra.-

to

emphasi~e

Shaw's original tit!Jl was

the intervention motif.

~

JmS, Bal1cans

A frinnd suggested

{2))
DatlJ:.e,f~tt~da

and Boud.oi£§, but shaw declJ.ned this because it

.ovaremphasl~od

the clash in idealism.

After several readings

and d!soussions • ho chose Arm·fl! and ............................
the r.~en as a blend c:r tha
~·~

prlnw..ry thGme 'in-hieh

omphaa!~.od

the function Of the individual
1n war. yet remained universal in tone. 22 The faettha.t illOst

of the critics failed to make the intended oonneotions between

hig realistic WoX'ld on stage and the real world nngt3red Shaw,
•PUt a thing on thG stags for them as it ia in real 1ifet and
lnrrtead of reoe1ving it with 'the blank wonder of plain 1gnoranoe.
th.ey-..jaet it with ·aoorn as

Part

O:f

an intpoatur~, ..

he complai.ned, 2 ~

Shaw's disappointment at the play's recaption

may. have been his: own

fault,

Shalv wor-ked very hard at creating

a realistic atmO$phGre for tbia OQtlledy,. but the

produott~

,n

was t(')o :fun.\'ly.- .Exeapi; for a few diegrtmtled souls Who were
offended by its satire • th& pla,v was taken very lightly.

An

a.ngry PrL'Plce Edwardi later Edward VII; stalked out on a ·per-

formance • re::ferring to the :p~.ayw:t""iqht as a nmdrruah.

Some cri ties

quibbled owr,ddnor d9tai1G but most of them wrote the pie.y

off as

an

anti-romantic satire with

llo~ht

operatic overtones.

shaw had wanted la\lghter. 'but in-telligent lauchtar. "To laugh

without sympathy,tt he wrote, "is a s&rious abuse of a noble
tuncticn. • 24 His problem was one of comic tonG.

Tho dialogue

!1'1 the :play was s() humorous that tha auc!ienea ofi;en laughed
22 Jtender'SOllt 19,56. P• 426n,

23west, ed ... 1958, P• 18.
24nornard Shaw, Dur Th~atrqp j.JJ the Ningt,ie§ (London '
Constable and co .. Ltd.'"'; !948), !I, p-;-I'lB.

{24)
inordinately.

The actors took this as afcue and played their

lines as "conventi~AIAl farce comedy. "?5

I

Shaw• s "feelings" were

unable to surface in ahe sea of unsympathetic

la~ghter.

Shaw had labored to create a realistic atmosphere for

the play.

In a long essay, "A

Dra~ati~

Realist to His Critics,"

Shaw detailed the.considerabla research he undertook.
point he cited the specific

s~~rces

Point by

for nearly eve17 aspect

of the plot from "real life at first hand, or from authentic
.
• ,26 If he felt. such an extensive defense was
d ocumenvSe
rtecessary. Shav-1 probably realized he had failed to achieve his

objectives.
His essay also contains the indicatinn that Shaw
aware

.~

the reaoon

~r

this. shortcoming,

~u;~s

The play had

attempted to a·t.tack false idealism with ridicule.

By rendering

Sergius as a luf!icrous character. Shaw hoped to purge audiences
of romantic illusions about war with laughter.

Blunts.chli' s

many hilarious lines were designed to be laughed .with and not
att because Shaw saw in thera universal truth.
heroic comedy had the opponite effect.

His

But his mock

audi~nces

felt

sympathy for Sergius and consider.dd Bluntschli "a poltroonn.
Sha·.1 felt compelled to explain that the play was "not burlesque,
lmt legl timate comedy. "27 He explained. as he had earlier in
his letter to Archer, that he was no·t a humourous cynic as was

2.5Pearson. on. cit., P• 167,
26 West. ed,, 1958, P• 19.

--

Z7 Ibid,, P• 34.

(2.5)

w. s.

Gilbert, because unlike

Gilb~rt

he proposed concrete

alternatives for the ideals which he ridiculed.
"The comedy .is the comedy o£ the collision of the realities
repr$sented by the realistic paywright with the preconceptions
of s·t:ageland, ~ summarized Shaw. 28

By using the C011ventions

of romantic comedy, Shaw inte11ded to heighten 'the comic
impa.ct for his message, exposing the fallaciousness of romantic
conventions.

But he

\faS

too effective in employing these

conventions, and his critics and audiences did not make
~he··,,distinction.

The realistic elements Shaw had worked to

create were misinterpreted as idealistic.

Even his authorized

biographer, Archibald Henderson; writes that,

"~ ~ ~. ~

was not a play, but a light opera," and then goes to
to compare Shaw ,Nith

w, s. Gilbert, dismissing

sam~

length

the· play as

fantasy written "to amuse the public," 29 Because this misinterpretation has lingered, some contemporary critics hold the
play in .low regard

in comparison with l. ater works.

Robert

Brustein' s The rrrheatre ..........
of Revolt in its chapter on Shaw refers
to the play as a ''potboiler.,, Eric Bentley and Martin .Mel sal
·~

go overboard in attempting to link tha play \'lith conventional.
drama of' its period,. the well•Ittade play and pure romantic

comedy,

Shaw's effort to enhance the satire of romantic

idealism by satirizing its vehicle resulted in overkill.

Shaw

intended the ·tone of light romantic comedy to purge his
audiences.with gentle laughter.

Instead, the playbill of the

28 Ibid., pp, 23-24,
2 9Henderson, 1920, pp. 314-320.

--

JO Ibid., P• 311,

--

(26}
first produttion quotes excerPts from reviews which ronically
acclaim

Arms.~

the Irian as "quite as funny as Charley's Aunt •''

"we laughed wildly, hysterical.ly, .. and "my sides are still
aching with laughter,"JO Shaw considered the play ·a failure because
of this misinterpretation of his comic tone.

At the turn of

the oeltltury he remarked that he was "startled to :f'lnd what
flimsy. fantastic, unsafe stuff it is."Jl
.·rhe political s.oone in the late 1890's and early 1900's

was largely respru1sible for the change in Shaw.

The British

Empire was at the zenith of its imperial power.

'Fhe efdiorts

of reform activists such as Shaw and the Fabians had begun to

make measureable.ga&ns.

The London slums as well as those

of other large cities were under official scruminy, and the

Factory Acts were made more comprehensive in an effort to
deal with nsweatedl4 labor.

Sidney Webb was partioularly·effective

hL il.he .field of expanding educatilon..

The Married WQmen' s

Property Act of 1893 represented a considerable step torvtard

in the

soci~.

evolution of the distaf:f sot.

Sha\'1 1 a evolutionacy

philosophy con·anued its growth, and Shavian Socialism made
"Th,e Sanity of Art" and "The Problem Play .-.

continuing headway.

a Symposium,'' both written in 1895. are examples of Shaw's effort
to establish a foundation

c:r:-itical essays,

fo~

his dramatic philosophy through

In an effort to avoid the possibilities of

misleading audiences as to his intentions again. he repeatedly
reaf:firmed the Shavian philosophy.

-

JOibid., p, 311.
)l'o
- .
. . ear..,on,

.EJ2•

.t • ,
CJ.

P• 168 •

In the ''preface to Plays

(2~)

Unpleasant" (1898), .f'or example, he wrote. "Equality is the only
possible perma.'!1ent b.asis 't:f' social o:cganization ... .But the outbreak

of the Boer War in late 1899 confirmed for Shaw that his message
on equality in military matters had indeed been misinterpreted

by the audiences of

!F.~~

and the

M~.

The situation in Africa had become more -'cense with each
year of British

occupatton~.

There .was limi-ted conflict with

the French and internal trouble with native elements tht-oughout the early 1890's •. A Oonfronta:tion with the Boers who
had a pov~erf'ul Jally in the German Emperor, however • represented
I

a major mill ta:t"j· enta..11g).ement.

vlhen the trouble began Britain

mobilized a squadron of warships to

neutraliz~

of in.terYention by foreign powers.

Bu·t the Boers were undeterred,

the possi'bili ty.

and vlith the official declaration of war,. crushed local opposition.

Britain quicltly called up and dispatched .fifty thousand troops
to South Africa. but through mismanagement and military
blunderi..'1g, the war d':-agged on for over three years.

victory cost Britain over twenty thousand casualties.
war "shoolc the Empire to its found at ions." 3Z

found she had not a single ally in Europe.

Ultimate
The

Great Britain

Except for the

steadfast support of her colonies, she was alone.

~'he

army

performed pitifully, and a small republic of approximately
fifty thousand people in population repulsed the l!light of
the Empire.

The Boer confrontation also force1 realization of

the threa-t posed by Germany's g!'OWi'!1g strength td the nation.

32w, P. Hall. Robert Albion, and J. B. Pope, A Histo~
.Qt. JSpglancl ~ ~ British &'noire (JJostona Ginn and Co, , ) 7 ) ,
P• 727,

{28)
This resulted in a mil! t~rist.ic surge of spending to update and
realign Britain's forces which dra:ined funds previously earmarked
for social ref~~.

More ominously. it ushered in the era

or

international tension which would culminate in World War I.
As~ ~!h! ~would

concerned about the war.

indicate 1 Shaw felt considerably

The progress of social reform had

dulled the edge of revolutionary fervor, but the social plight
of the average trooper was still largely unabated.
ill'lisions of war had also lingered.

T~romantic

Despite the fact that the

Boers quickly discredited the British troops already in South
Africa, there was a confident feeling on the home front that the
war would prove short-lived.

Shaw shared this optimism, and he was sympathetic to the
war effort, despite the fact that most Fabians were pro-Eoer.
Thea pro-Boer sentiment was based on the idealistic notion
that the underdag, smaller republic was bravely repelling the
onslaught of the imperialistic warmonger.

'*I should like to

do a pamphlet on the tvar," he declared • "only it will be over
before I could find time."33

He felt that the Boer movement

with its outdated theocracy under
to the seventeenth century.

~~1ger

represented a return

Thie obviously would be detrimental

to the evolution of the li£e force and Britain had an obligation
to impose her more advanced civilization as she had in Egypt.

------

As Arms ...........
and ........,._
the

l'Tan
------

had indicated; Shaw was aware of war•s potential

for social evil, but he also was under the impression that in
cerain circumstances the end justified the means.

In the 1900

elections he even went so far as to support an Imperialist
candidate. which badly divided the Fabians.

33 Pearson • .,22.

i •
.£....1.

p. 217.

{29)
While the war plodded into its eleventh month, Shaw completed putting his views of the conflict on paper in "Fabianism
and the Empire."

This nook length essay containr:: the 13oer

War's confirmation of those

11

feelings" Shaw had tried to

advance six years earlier with Arms
reforms for the army,

"fv~l

~ ~ ~·

civil rights,"

11

He proposed

a living wage,"

"adequate pension," and ttsalary on the civil scale. ••

He

suggested a program to provide military training for every
male by including "drill, exercise, and technical training"
as part of the worJt day routine under :fhe Pactbo!"'IJ Acts.

All

of which was designed to build a great British Army of the
Bluntschli type, rather that the Sergius type.
fJ!h?/t~rornantic idealism he had unsuccessfully attacked in 1894

cost the British Army

thou~ands
.
'·

of lives from 1899 to 1902.

General Buller :md his troops had marched off' proudly and confident-

ly only to be cut to peces by the business-like and everpractical
Boers.

Lord Kitchener.sav0d the campaign and became a national
.·

hero by employ i ng tact1cs

.

)\Clc(

wh~chAcaused

cr

i".
t~cs

to declare

Bluntschli a. .. cowardly and cynical mercenary" and "a poltroon
who prefers chocolate to .f.ighting,"3 4 Ironically, among the
de.pl\~""1

gear issued to eachAsoldier was a!personal gift from Queen
Victoria, an isoue of chocolate candy,
The post-Boer War period from 1902 until 1914 represents
Shw' s n1iddle period.

Philosophically he had come of age, and

his plays durins this era are generally his most profound.
From ~
~~jor

..&:.£

.§ill2_erman (1903), John Bull' s Other Island (1904) •

Dartara (1905), through

"34West, ed., 1958,

p.4o.

1b&

Doctor's Dilemma (1906),

(30)

the progression is overwhelming.
over and the details

6~

Shaw, with his apprenticeship

his philosophy carefully established in

his prose, attacked every major issue of the day. 1rom orgm1ized
religi~,to

and

~uperman

the Irish question.

In the plays before !!m.l

he had graduily shifted his target from particular

false ideals about society and the individual's function in
society to generalizations on humanity.

as a dramatic artist,

Sh~m's

\'lith his maturation

comedy mellowed in tone.

The

Boer War had sobered Shaw.

It confirmed the fears which had

prompted

The war had been underaaken by a

Arms~~~·

romantically idealistic general staff which marched off to
Pretoria only to be cut to pieces for the effort.
tactics had to be completely revised
superiority over the

Boers~was

be~ore

British

any ruly military

achleved.

Shaw readily admitted he had little love for combat.
am a thinker, not a fighter." he said.

"I

"\'/hen shooting begins

I shall get under the bed • .,35 His research for Arms .m:;.s1 ~
had provided him with considerable insight into the more
-Man
grotesque realities of war. The privation of the troops appalled
Shaw.

Over thirteen thousand of the British casualties were

due to disease or accidents. most of~hich he felt could have
been avoided if the army had been administered more realistically,
Shaw wanted to incorporate his renewed consciousness of
warfare in his drama, and did so in MaUor 3arbara.

But he

had learned frorn the failure of the tenhnique he had used in
and the l:k!:!l• "rl'he exten-t to which the method brought me
-Arms
into conflict with the martial
of the critics is
imagiain~s

(31)
hardly to be conveyed by language, •• he wrote. 36

Rather than

t"isk another misinterpretation, he decided to incorporatedJthe
war theme into a larger whole,

were expressed

by

His "feelings., on the theme

serious characters so that his i.l1tentions

would not be lost in comic dialogue,

In ............................
Arms and

the

Man
.-..-.. ......_._

Shaw had satirized the false ideals in an effort to reduce

them through ridicule,
more subtle.

The comic tone of Major 3arbara is

Satiric anti-romantic comedy is superceded by the

high comedy of ideals..

The intention is the same, advancement of

the Shavia.l"l philosophy by ·discrediting opposing school o:f

thought.

'l'he discrediting device is the sarne, intelligent,

thought-provoking laughter.

But the tone o:f the comedy, which

is designed to evoke the laugh reactim, is different,

r~Ia.ior

Barbara contains humorous dialogue between the major characters
f

but the humor' operates on a higher plane because o:f the plays
more serious tone·.

Shaw's ••feelings" on war are expressed primarily

through the more serious characters in the play, Cusins and Undershaft.
Rather than contrasting a character imbued with the life force

to one without it. the "feelings" are reflected
who have established a rapport.
to~

e.

by

characters

Thus, there is less danger

of the comic tone deglrating into parody,
The paly
has sellaral objectives, but in terms of the
.....
Shavian philosophy on war, it represents the culminating
effort.

In Arms-and.!Ul!

~

the true function of the individual

soldier is evolved and the Boer War serves as confirmation of
this function.

f.Ia.ior Barbara restates this functim in light

of this confirmation and advances the ultimate function o:f

J 6weat, ed., 1958, p. 24.

(.31.)

The ability to wage war in its ultimate form will be

war.

the dete$nt which eliminates war.

Peace will only be

available to those who can and will, tf necessary • fight

with maximum a.b!i'i ty.

Barbara Undershaft represents the force which draws
together the two spokesmen :f'or theShavian philosophy,· her
'father and her soul mate.

Both are introduced in the first

act, and each comes to life in terms of interaction with her.
She broaches the subject of religion to her father who then
'

begins to unravel the morality of munitions making.
a ma11facturer of

mutilati~and

murder," he says.

•r am

"'M~

moral! ty-my. treligion-must have a place for cannons and

torpedoes in it ... 37

Cusin's reply establishes the initial conflict.

•0ne man's meat is another man's poison usually" (:MB. p. 222).

As the play moves into the·seoond act, Barbara and her father,
Andrew, are engaged in an effort to convert each other,

cusins

ia ·along as an interested :t+rty whose main concern has been
revealed as Barbara rather than religion,

Unde:shaft uses

t~bM.Ilr

to t.nae again ·start a discussion of his religion of "money

and gunpowder, •• and Cusins is "8urprised, but interested,"
for he is a "collector of religions" (MB, PP• 246-47).

At

this poiritt Undershaft presents the essence of the play's
message.

Cusins quips that "youuwlll have to choose between

youn religion and Barbara," to which Undershaft replies,"So
will you,

my

friend". (MB, p.

21~7),

Once Barbara is converted

he wlll shift the spotlight to Cusins.

Andrew prepares his

37Bern~rd Shaw, John Buli' s Other Islanq and Ma,ior Barbgra
York; hel'..\tarlQ'9•~8}pt>. 22l0-222, As wi:rn-~ftWs and
the Man, a s1mpl~f~ed nota~ion w~ll be used and
a~eviation
~aicates this edition for references to the text ot the play.
(New

(3:3)

potential converts by destroying the

i~e

which serve them

as philosophical bases, Barbara's with a check, Cusin's with
bottles of burgundy.

He then transports them together to his

stronghold to administer the

coup~

grace.

CUsin9 is offered

the Undershaft inheritance, but he is apprehensive,

"There

is an abyss of moral horror," he warns, •netween me and your
accursed aerial battleshipJ~ (MD, p. 292).
uses the trump,

But Undershaft

U:hen Cusins uses-this last defense, hatre.d

of wat'e Andrew extends the ultimate challenge.

make war on

war?~

he asks (MB, P•

"Dare you

JOS). Cusins capitulates.

"Barbara 1 ' 1 he says, "lam going to accept this offer" {Mi, p. 306),
His answer to Undershaft .complete..s his conve<'.Ston.

I must, I will.", he replies (1\ffi, p. :308),

"I dare

Barbara joins him

in his decision to face the challenge without "turning our backs
on life'• (f®, P• :309).
completed

messa~e

Cusins effectively delivers the finally

of the play, in his rhetorical questipn.

7
"

the way of life lies through the factory of rleath?'' to which

Barbara simply answers, "Yes" (MBt p. JlO).
Barbara recaciles the agent of peace with the agent of
war, for in Shavian terms, only through this union can the life
force continue to evolve.

Her father, who had developed the

ultimate weapon for peace in his munitions
fillment through her.

comple~:seeks

ful-

As the developer of the power of weaponry,

he eannot utilize it for peaceful progress, but must continue
producing destruction.

His constant quest is

mor~estructi~~·

power, and he progresses from dummy soldiers to •the real thing"
(MB, P• 287). It is through Barbara that he encounters his
altar-ego, the agent of peace, Cusins.

(J4)

Cusins can fulfill Undershaft
for peace.

harnessing his power

by

"I want a democratic power strong enough to

force the intellectual oligarcy to use its genius for the
general good or else .Perish," he declares (HB, p. · 30?),
)arbara is his introduction to the source of such power and through
her he achieves fulfillment,
Barbara is fulfilled by both Cusins and her father.
father strips away her false

ill.~sions

The

and Cusins becomes her

partner in self-realization of the true purpose in life.
Barbara's religious dilemma, although an issue, is not the core
of the matter.

The issuo d:s the self .. raalization of reality,

which allows evolutionary advancement,

"Don't make too much

of you little tinpot tragedy•" Underahaft says.

fit the facts.

"It doesn't

Well scrap it." And, "If your old religion

broke down yesterday •. get a newer and better one tomorrow lt
I

In terms of warfare, the suggested message is clear,
Only superior power in the implements of war and the skillful
ability and courage to use

~when

evolutlon o:f' the life force.

necessary can insure the

Undershe.ft reveals that reason

alone is not sufficient for progress.
don't reason

with~hem,

"Don't preach.: rat them a

kill them," he declares

(~.

p.JOO).

cusins understands he can never again merely pass the revolver to
a110ther for he must taka it up himself and malce it work for

peace.

This was Shaw's post-BoerWar message• In "Fabianism and

the Empire" he laid the groundwork when he wrote, "It is to be
hoped that the Powers will soon have the good i:H:nse to take

(35)
concerted steps to use their armaments as an international
police to suppress war.

tl

He expressed a serious and sober "feeling",

and he advanced it in a serious manner.

Major Bal."'bara realizes

this feeling in its comedy, which is comedy of the highest
form.

The l·aughter produced accomplishes the self-realization

of the truth which can enable an individual to effectively
deal with tragedy.
Th~

serious comic tone was also realized because of the

political situation in which the play developed. ''The
end of the century saw the major questions of social reform
being subordinated to the problems of empire."JS

Important

measures such as unemployment compensation had to be shelved
because of the heavy expense of the war.

Shaw attempted to

point out the importance of economic factors in the arms race.

For Undershaft the seven deadly sins are all variations on the
poverty theme.

This is echoed in Shavian

socialism~

For Shaw

as well as for Undershaft, poverty was the"worse of crimes"
(MB, p. 298).

It could only be dealt with~nce there was

enough military power to insure peace in which the life force
could operate to complete social

refl)r~.

Shaw's projected title supports this since he planned to

call the play" Andrew Undershaft' s Professin~"
a continuation of the pattern
terms of·occupation.
prizefighting,

o:f

It was to be

treating social injustice in

Cashal Buron's Professio%\a novel about

and~·

Warren's Profession, a play about

prostitution, are earlier examples.

Shaw first conceived of

the play as a pamphlet on the Savation Army. but the religious
theme became secondary to the wnr theme as the drama evolved.
38

Palling, .2.2•

.£.1!••

p, 27,

(J6)

Since Barbara is the

age~

of the life i'd:Ce who links together

the principle characters, 'Shaw named the play for her.
:Once again his choice of models :for his characters is

revealing.

Early in the formative stages of the play, Shaw

wrote Gilbert

~~rray

and secured permission to use him as a

basis for the professor of Greek.

Murray, a classical scholar

and linguist, was named AdBphus Cusins in the play.

The name

was based on Gustavus Adolphus. a Swedish king, who became a

masterful warrior after an early career as a linguist,39
Murray gave Shaw several suggestions for the play including

a model for Undershaft.

In a letter he

~ave

Shaw the idea

of using a screw maker from Birmingham who wore glasses and
carried an orchid.

This characterization has been identified
as Joseph Chamberlain. 4
Chamberlain was the Colonial

°

Secretary ,whose policies had precipitated the Boer War and as
such, his conversion of Murray, who was strongly pro-Boer.
strengthened the war theme.

Alfred Nobel has been suggested

as Underehaft, but he had been dead several years aa the time
.the play was first producted.,

Letters which Murray and Shaw

exchanged indicate that considerable

ef~ort

disguising th9 actor who play Undershaft., 41
have been necesoary in Nobel 1 s case.
39Crompton, ..2.2•

was expended in
This would hardly

Cusins as

~furray

repneaented

.

ill•, P• 24ln,

40Sidney P. Albert, "In More Ways than One a Illajor Barbara's
Debt to Gibert Murray," Bernard Shaw's Plays, Warren Sylvester
Smith, ed., (New York 1 W. W. Nori;on, Inc., 1970), PP• JSJ-385.

41

Ibid., PP• 393-395.

(37)
the anti-war tntellectual who was converted ty the

imp~erialist

warmonger. Undershaft, who was based on Chamberlain.
During tha years from 1902 to 1905, tho nation wascaught

in the

gri~

Barbara.

of the arms race which Shaw portrays in ltla,jor

The German Empire loomed as a major international

threat to Britain, both during and after~he £oer War.

In an

ef.fort to compensate for the display of' ineptitude by the Army

, in South Africat the can try turned to its Navy.

An all out

drive to build a fleet of battleships in the Dread:naught
class was undertaken in hopes "tnat a superior sea power would

prove an effective deterrent to agresaion.
at the success of his "aerial

battl.P~~5-?-3*'

Undershaft's jubilation
mirrors the public's

clamor for a strong national pefense.- -shaw's- philosophy on
war col'l tained asmixture of popular sentiment.

He wanted social

reform and kne\v that economics was the key to social problems,

but he also felt economic sacrifices were necessary to maintain
adequate natinnal defense.

Without a strong military force,

the society which Shaw hoped to reform was in danger.
b1a.jor Barbara was a tremendous financial success. Playing

to capacity crowds for six weeks, it enjoyed the longest
continuous .run recorded for the couE!:. Theatre.

In the general

election which was held during the last week of performances,
twenty-seven new seats went to reform cQndidates whom Shaw had
supported.

Thus, as a vehicle for propaganda* Major Barbara

ma also measureably successful.

Aside from Shaw's disgust with

Louis Calvert, whom he had literally begged to play Andrew

Undershaft, the first production created no complications.
He had written the part with Calvert in mind because of his

resemblance to Chamberlain, but Calvert had trouble learning

(38)
the vast number of lines the part required.
peT!'f'ormance Shaw wrote hira.

After the first

uyou. are the most infaraous amateur

that ever disgraced the boards," he fumed,

~fuat

spurred this

reaction was Cal vert's "talting it as if Under shaft were an old

uncle in a farce,"
~ and~~

The fear of repeating the degradation of

haunted Shaw,

He

vn.~ote

to Calvert warning him

that "I have taken a box for Friday and had a hundredweigh-t of
cabbages. dead cats, eggs, and gingerbeer 'bottles stacked in
it.

Every word you fililf:f, every speech you unact, I will shy

something at you • • • the last act I\IDST (Shaw's emphasis) be
1 ..,

saved."}.::;..
Shaw pres en ted the summation frn- his feelings on war in the
central theme of the play.

"The need for preliminary good physical

envirgment before anything could be done to raise the intelligence
and morality of the average sensual man," wao Shaw's message, 4 J
It was delivered via different themes in different plays to
establish his criteria for the"good enviroment", and it was
delivered in diffl§ren.t comic tones as he evolved it.

But in

terms of war's social £unction, Shaw clearly indicated that
martial arts possessed a definite positive value in obtainigg
the atmosphere conducive to the life force's evolution in the
'"average sensual man. ••
But the td,de of rapid disintegration in the political

situation of h"urope c-auld not be sternmet.l.

The first World War

and its attendant horrors ranged across Europe less than ten
years after Shaw delivered the message of Major Barbara.
war rebuffed the Shavian
42

philo~ophy

and impeded Shavian Socialism.

West, ed •• 1958, PP• 109-110.

43Henderson, 1956, P• 584,

The

(39)

By the time of the armistice Shaw was
had been converted to cynicism.

si~ty

years old and

"To appreciate the moral shock,"

Shaw collected }1is thoughts on the war in a three hundred and
!'olio sized volume wh!.ch was entitled~ !
J?.eall 'l Wrote, About 1ru! ~· 44 His sumr.1ary of the book's
seventy

·page~

1

conclusi:ans•· "only under fire will Englishmen listen to reason or
think of en;y.:t:hing outside their immediate profits and pleasure,"
.qtJies an irl.di:eation of his post-war bitterness. 4 5

-

This,;bttts.rnesn. had begun tc.'l surface in the Plavlets of _____.
the
·-· ..

.

Ji!!!•' four victrollo satires which were intended to lay bare the
frustrations:: of \mr's massive inefficiency and waste.

....V. .....c.

O'Flahert;z,,

(1915h ,in
which an aged father assumes his son is fighting
·
..,,·.

· ....

against Ertgl:at!d as a good Irish boy would and should,. and
f\uwstus DOeE( His

ill (1916}, which exposes the incompetence

o:f

the officers• corps through a mock court. martial, are both
exampletr of Shaw slashing, out at the mlli tary establishment.

In the Inca .--....
of Perusalem .(1916), Kaiser Wilhelm is satirized
'

.

~

as a man who can not maintain control of his empire while
Annaj~ska,

+

the Bolshevik Emuress (191?) commiserates with the

Russien Revolution. With Heartbt"eak House (1913. through 1919),
Shaw's philosophy of evolution is bombed into oblivion,

The

play is pervaded with :futility, frustration, and aimless drifting,
Rather th~ expanding a_philosophical exemplum on the life force, Shaw
kills ·th!' type·· of oharactar- he had ·previously evolved. Both the
"practical businessman" are destroyed by a bomb which lan4s on them.
A bomb which is ironically dropped by a.h Undershaft creat~on,
·
the aerial battleship.

This weapon, which had once been the

symbol of Shaw's ideal of peace through armed might, has been
transformed·into the agent of destruction of the potential of the

44.

---

Bernard Shaw, What I Realll Wrote Abott the Vlar (New York•
Brentano's 1932) p. 1 . - -

45 Ibid •• P• 345,

(40)
life force.
Shaw's feelings on war had come a full cycle.

1he early

attempt to evolve a realistic and practical model for evolutionary
development had failed because its comic tone was too light.
When the Boer War reinforced Shaw's original outlo!>k on the
~lability

again

of war as an adjunct of the life force, he tried

in a .more serious tone. of comedy.

He felt this effort

was a success and that it contained his final statement on the
function of war in terms of. the life .force.
shattered these ideas.

But World War I

In !Jeartbreak House the comic tone is

painfully ·in1ie1\ se and high pi 1;ohed.

In Chekhov • s classic of

disill.ustonment·. :!1!2. Cherrl Orchard, which Shaw credited as an
important source of inspiration tor his play, there is a sound
"like a bxoea.k.!ng harp string; dying away mournfully. "46

With

Heartbrealt;House the.Shavian comic tome took on a similar
wistfulness.

·The trees falling under the axe in Shaw's orchard

suggest the evolutioriary'1tieals he had nurtured and developed
for so long 1 vt.etims of forces with which his Shavian Socialism

could not cope.

46 cqnstanca Garnett, trans., Four Great Plays~ Anton
Chekhov (New York ~ Bantam Books, Inc., 1968) P• 11~
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